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"Alpha, we brought him and the girl withoutanyone knowing," Godic reported. Alpha Denzel was 

impressed, glad to not have any messes to clean up.

"Good. Get someone to take the girl back toher family. After her safe arrival, let me know."

Godic's brows raised. "You won't see her?"He didn't know the girl but only followed the description. 

From where she was kept, he was certain she was the one, as her scent was also a confirmation 

that she was human.

"No need. I don't think she has anything Ineed at the moment," Alpha Denzel responded, his 

expression serious. All he wanted was to get everything done with

and return to the Litha Moon pack before the break of dawn.

From there, he can move to his pack without anyone suspecting his involvement in the kidnapping 

of the beta.

He brought out his phone and dialed Kailani's number."Alpha?" her voice was thin, coated with fear. 

This was the first time she received a call from the Alpha on her phone and not a general mindlink.

It was normal that she would be afraid there was a problem but Alpha Denzel's remark got her 

excited."Your friend is safe."

"Really? Can I talk to her?" It wasn't that shedidn't believe her Alpha but it was just unbelievable that 

he fulfilled his promise so fast.

Alpha Denzel did not have time to explain, giving the phone to Godic."Let them talk before you send 

the girl away."

Godic bobbed his head and took the phone to the human girl. Seeing the phone, she could already 

guess the price and feared. However, she also knew that the only person she could speak to on the 

phone at this time was Kailani as no one knew her parents' contacts.

She would still not be allowed to speak to them even if she gave the contact to them. "Lani, who are 

these people?" She asked assoon as she received the phone.

Kailani smiled with relief, feeling like her problems disappeared overnight."You are safe Angel, they 

will take you to your parents."

The human girl was happy but also felt nostalgic."Does it mean I won't get to see vou again?" She 

asked helplessly, Kailani
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forced a smile from the end of the line and explained it to her.

"You will but there is a war going on now.When everything calms, I will take permission from our 

leader to have you come to visit again."

"Alright. I'll miss you. Goodbye," Angel saidand returned the phone. She might be missing her friend 

but being kept hostage was also not something she loved. The understanding of a war breaking out 

was quite clear to her.

"I'll miss you too," Kailani said over thephone as Godic took it back to Alpha Denzel.

"She's still on the line."

"Kailani, your friend is safe but you have to

pretend like you know nothing about it. When you get any information from Conrad, let me know," 

Alpha Denzel said, Kailani was ready to give her all since her human friend was now free. No one 

could hold anything against her.

"Thank you Alpha. I will do so."

After ending the call. Alpha Denzel turned to Godic. "Let me see him."

Godic led him to where Troy, Alpha Conrad's beta was held. Without being tied up, he was still very 

weak. Alpha Denzel squinted a little, his expression indifferent. "What happened to him?"

Godic quickly explained."We had to use wolfsbane but he's alert. It would wear off in a few minutes."

It was understandable that wolfsbane and silver were any werewolf's greatest enemy. It made their 

wolf weak and could even kill it if used for too long.

Godic got a chair for Alpha Denzel and as soon as he sat, his two fingers were invaded with a cigar 

before a glass of vodka was added to it.

Alpha Denzel puffed on his cigar and sipped the vodka before asking indifferently, "Troy, can you 

hear me?"

Troy's eyes opened drowsily, as he shivered at the sight of Alpha Denzel."Yes 
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Alpha Denzel was patient, to allow time for the wolfsbane to wear off.“Great. I won't hurt you if you 

give me the information I need."

"Yes Alpha," Troy replied, his vision andmind clearing slowly. Alpha Denzel began to explain it to 

him.

"There is a lot of money missing from mypack and somehow found its way to yours. Care to 

explain?"He asked, the corner of Troy's lips curled slightly, as he was not willing to compromise.

"Only the Alpha has the answers."

Alpha Denzel calmly puffed on his cigar again, allowing the ashes to drop. The place was just an 

abandoned warehouse so he had no need to be cautious, thereby not needing an ashtray.

"I said that I would not harm you if you tellme what I need to know. You can go back to your pack to 

live your life as you please,"Alpha Denzel repeated calmly.

Troy forced a smile. Seemed that he was bound to die by the hands of either of the Alphas."If I don't 

give you the information you are asking for, you would kill me. If I betray my Alpha, he would also kill 

me. In all, the only end for me is death."

Alpha Denzel understood that he was not willing to speak but with the money involved, he had to 

find a way to retrieve it using Troy, for which reason he forced himself to be patient.

"You analyzed it wrongly over there. If youplay by my rules, you would rather become the Alpha 

because your Alpha deserves to die, don't you think?"

Troy found it hard to believe. Alpha Denzel was not one to resort to such means. Also, though Alpha 

Denzel was the strongest Alpha known, how would he be able to finish off the likes of Alpha 

Conrad?

That man was so cunning and evil."It won't be easy to eliminate him as you can't tell the number of 

allies he has. From the time I saw him murder his mate, I knew he would go to any length to get 
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"He murdered his mate?" Alpha Denzelasked, recalling how Alpha Conrad had lied to him.

"He doesn't know that I know but you didn'thear it from me," Troy said, his voice gaining strength but 

hoarse sounding.

"Give him water," Alpha Denzel said. Godicobeyed and after Troy had gulped down the glass, they 

continued to speak.𝕨𝔀𝚠.𝕟𝕠𝗩⒠ℓ𝕤⒣𝓞𝗠𝑒.c𝑜m
"I don't care about Conrad's allies. Standwith me and I will make sure that you become the Alpha," 

Alpha Denzel said seriously. Troy was afraid that Alpha Conrad would hurt his mate and replied,

"If this is your plan, then you have made avery big mistake by kidnapping me with the human girl.”

Alpha Denzel frowned imperceptibly; his eyes dark."What do you mean by that?"
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